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Aircraft Rigging By Henry E. Winslow, EAA 595 314 E. Hazel St., Inglewood 3, Calif.



Wing chord incidence bar with "devil level" clamped to it to give wing incidence reading.



rpHE INSPECTOR has come and gone. The fabric is on



A and a brand new paint job makes the plane look ready to leap into the sky. This is it! The ship is all ready for that first test flight; almost! Patience lad, there is one more important detail to take care of before the first flight. Whether the plane is a brand new design or a copy of a popular project, the final adjustment of the rigging of the ship is needed. Some of the rigging has already been built into the plane, the rest needs to be done now



to insure the maximum appreciation of what the capabilities of the new plane are to be on its maiden flight. It might be well to review a little aerodynamics so we can more fully realize just what we want to accomplish. A flying aircraft, like a tight rope performer, is delicately balanced. The balance of the plane is around a point buried inside of the ship and referred to as the cen-



ter of gravity of the aircraft. Controls are attached to the plane to adjust the plane's motion around this center of gravity. The conventional plane rotates on three axis passing through the center of gravity. It rolls around the longitudinal axis, pitches around the lateral axis, and yaws around the vertical axis. The controls function to balance the plane on these axis as the engine propeller thrusts the plane forward. The rudder-fin combination and the stabilizer-elevator indirectly control the attitude of the nose by moving the



tail while the ailerons directly move the wings to roll the ship. These are, together with the throttle, the primary



flight controls. Airplanes also incorporate second stage controls to ease the work of flying the aircraft. Servo surfaces and trim tabs are used to reduce the pressure needed to move the primary controls. The main



need for servos has passed since the development of hydraulic boost to the controls has been adopted but they might be remembered if a heavier ship is planned by the builder. Trim tabs are still with us, however, to ease the control pressures in long cross-country flights and in maneuvers such as turns and glides to landing or to re-rig the plane in flight to counter the effect of CG change as fuel is used. A third method of second stage control is being investigated. This is research into the control of the direction of the ship by shifting weights. While this has at present more application to space vehicles than to conventional aircraft it will be remembered that in the first hang gliders the body was moved fore and aft to control



the rate of descent and this method was also used in the control of some early dirigibles. Even in the planes of not so long ago uncontrollable spins have been stopped, when the pilot (definitely not in the tradition of the naval captain) parted company with the spinning plane to do his own vertical descending via his parachute, when the change due to his weight brought the ship out of the spin. The goal of correctly rigging the plane is to have it fly "hands off" in level flight at the ship's cruising speed while having a minimum of unbalance at other speeds and attitudes. The first rigging done to the plane is seldom thought of as a step in rigging. Still the weighting of the ship to find the center of gravity and the shifting of components



to bring the wings' center of pressure in correct relationship to the CG is just that. With weight and balance completed the next step is to correct for the unbalancing forces acting on the plane in flight. The first of these is the effect of engine torque. Another force, (and this should be mentioned together with the torque due to the similar effect), is the corkscrewing



effect of the propeller slip stream. Third is to adjust the built-in stabilizing forces that correct the unbalancing effects of air currents. In the United States the conventional engine turns



the propeller counter-clockwise as viewed from the front of the engine. In a tractor configuration this causes the torque from the engine to tend to force the left wing down. To counteract this force the left wing has more angle of incidence in it than the right wing. Sometimes this is already built in as in the case of a cantilever wing. Otherwise the rear wing struts are adjustable so that the wing may be warped to counteract the torque forces. This correction solves the torque problem but creates another



problem as the additional lift also causes additional drag which, in this case, turns the plane to the left. This drag is corrected by offsetting the fin to the left to balance out the additional left wing drag. The propeller has more than once been likened to a screw moving forward in wood. This is an apt illustration because the propeller slipstream does corkscrew back and this creates an unbalancing pressure along the rear of the fuselage, as a relatively positive pressure is built up along the left hand side of the aft fuselage and tail with a corresponding negative pressure along the right (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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AIRCRAFT RIGGING . . . (Continued from preceding page)



side. The correction for this is to move the fin a little further to the left. The purpose of dihedral, sweep back, wing slots, and offset engine thrust is to return the aircraft to straight and level after an air current has disturbed it. This is part of the original design of the aircraft and it is a compromise between stability and controllability; i.e., the more dihedral the more control pressure needed to bank or roll the plane. It depends therefore on what the builder desires in the design as to how much or how little stability is built into the ship. It is to be remembered that it is possible to make a ship so stable that it can be dangerous to fly. An example is the elevator trim on the Aircoupe. In this plane it is possible to, because of the limited elevator travel, trim it in a glide so that there is no more elevator control to flare the ship out with when the aircraft is ready to set down and it flies right on into the runway. Also in this ship the lack of separate rudder and aileron controls creates a hazard during cross-wind landings. The more automatic controlled stability the ship has, the less control over it the pilot has. At the other



end of the scale is the plane that must be flown at all times correctly! Dihedral aids the plane to be longitudinally stable while sweep-back helps to keep the plane directionally stable. The control of pitch in relation to the center of gravity of the aircraft is aided by the setting of the stabilizer at a negative angle. This causes a down load on the tail that increases as the speed of the plane increases but conversely as the speed decreases causes the nose to drop keeping the speed up above a safe limit. Often in conjunction with the negative stabilizer the engine thrust line is set down a few degrees so the down pull of the stabilizer is balanced by the down thrust of the engine. Again at slower speeds the desirable nose heavy condition results. A higher angle of incidence in the top wing of a biplane also will control the plane's pitching at low speeds or high angles of attack as the top wing will stall first, thereby dropping the nose. With these thoughts in mind let us go back to our own aircraft and get it ready for the first flight. All trim tabs and fixed tabs are set in neutral or slightly bent to compensate for engine torque and its effects. The wings are checked for proper angle of incidence, dihedral, and sweepback. The tail, especially the stabilizer, checked for proper incidence (plus or minus) and the fin for offset. Next the controls are rechecked for proper throws and direction and all stops locked. Now we are ready for the first flight. The first part of any maiden flight is used to find out such vital facts as how well the plane handles at different speeds up to and including the stall. Also the amount of control pressures needed for fast and slow flight maneuvers; the characteristics of stalls, power on and power off, and in glides. After this part of the flight is over and if all is acceptable we are ready to check out the trim of the ship and upon landing be ready to adjust for "hands off" flying. Assuming that the flight characteristics are normal, we go to final trim. As an example let us assume that these conditions were noted during cruising level flight: 1. right wing tends to go down; 2. nose goes to the left; 3. forward pressure is needed on the stick in order to keep nose down. Upon landing and parking the aircraft we get out the tool kit and start to work. For condition 1 we will need to wash out the left wing. The amount of adjustment depending on the amount 30
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of left stick pressure used to keep the wings level. If there is no strut adjustment then bend down the left



aileron fixed tab slightly. 2. If the wash-in is decreased



in the left wing do not touch the rudder until after the next flight as the change in left wing decreases the drag so the nose left tendency will be reduced. If, however, the adjustment was made by aileron trim tab then bend the rudder trim tab to the left. To correct for 3 raise the leading edge of the stabilizer or if it is fixed bend the trim tab on the elevator down. Another flight will give results and these adjustments are continued until the plane flies "hands off" at cruising speed. Remember that all tabs, both fixed and movable, must be positioned to the opposite direction that that control is desired to be moved. That is, if the elevator is to be raised the elevator tab must be bent down. Also as each adjustment is made it is possible that the correction will set up an unbalancing action on another axis. Generally it is better to wash out a wing slightly instead of washing it in as in this way the aileron control in a stall is improved. On the first flight it is very important to check the action of the plane in a stall, especially if the ship is a low or midwing design. If the stall is quite violent with



a lot of tail shake a check on the wing fuselage fairing should be made to check for blanketing of the tail surfaces by the wing in the stall. Often just a small change to redirect the down wash from the wing will be all that is needed. In any case no aerobatics should be attempted until a smooth easy stall has been rigged into the plane. A word about fairings in general. The more streamlining that is done to the plane, the better the performance will be. A trip to a used plane boneyard often uncovers adaptable fairings for your ship. If none are to be had an interesting project is the building of molds and the fabrication of fiberglas fairings. However, that is the subject for an article in itself. As the plane is being built it is wise to make up some rigging tools. For any plane a wing chord incidence bar is almost mandatory as the angle of incidence is checked again and again. A simple one is shown in photo. Control throw quadrants are well worthwhile also and they allow one person to set the control stops. By clamping the quadrant to the fixed surface; wing, stabilizer or fin and by using a small size shock cord or even a length of inner tube as a bungee on the control the stop may be set to the proper throw. One of the handiest items to use on aileron or elevator is the inexpensive "devil's level". Due to its construction it will not be accurate over 30 deg. from level but within this range if an eye loop is used one can read to ¥4 deg. very accurately. It is also suggested that tables be made up giving the angle of incidence of the wing, control throws, flap travel, gap and stagger in the case of biplanes, etc. Also the datum point used for weight and balance figuring, where the leveling lugs are located, what degree of dihedral the wing has. In fact, a small note book should be used



to make up an aircraft manual. The tables mentioned above should be included plus center of gravity travel, type of wing chord used, the operations limitations as to airspeed and engine. In fact, it would be well to have all



pertinent construction and operational data included. This manual should be kept in the ship and if the plane is sold it could mean a great deal of time saved by the new



owner in overhauling the ship. In fact, even though the plane is kept by the builder, time has a way of allowing



many of these details to be forgotten and if no record



is available a lot of work is involved in remeasuring;



especially if those parts are buried behind the fabric of wing and fuselage. £
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maintenance & restoration Aircraft Rigging 

less than the numbers in your operations manual. While it's questionable whether any of .... A calibrated cable tensiometer is a must for this task, and the adjust-.
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aircraft rigging aids 

the wing incidence tool rest on parts that you know are fairly ... such tools very easily and quickly so that you can ... and a practical engineer, par excel- lence, in ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Aircraft Rigging 

two that will get us to our destination a little quick- er. As soon as ... include fixed trim-tabs that are sig- nificantly ... To properly inspect wing dihedral and rig the ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Aircraft Rigging 

each wingtip to a point on the center- line of the tail cone. ... a facility that has the proper tools for the job and is .... U.S. Service Center Florida: MT-Propeller USA ...
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maintenance & restoration Aircraft Rigging 

north end of Doolittle Drive behind the Camp Store. ... small rocketpowered test plane called the X-1. Knowing the risks ... through a complete rigging check. It's.
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Aircraft Building: Aircraft Assembly, Rigging & Weighing 

Apr 27, 2002 - C-3B's type certificate says the J-5 is the only engine approved for the airplane, so I have to get FAA ap- proval to use the Lycoming.
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Rigging Innovations 

malfunctions that may be fatal. Kill-line pilot chutes MUST be cocked each time the parachute is packed. Remove the rapide link from bottom end of bridle.
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Rigging Innovations 

hard openings by never exceeding the limits shown on the warning label. ... Some body positions (i.e. head down, stand up, and long dives) ...... Main lift web. 2.
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Liasse fiscale PASSION RIGGING 

31 dÃ©c. 2017 - Net. 3. A. CTIF. Immo. BIlISÃ©. Immobilisations incorporelles .... optionnel de taxation au tonnage des entreprises de transport maritime 998.
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Rigging Innovations 

Dec 1, 2015 - hard openings by never exceeding the limits shown on the warning label. ... Some body positions (i.e. head down, stand up, and long dives) may enable the ..... Bend forward at your waist and hoist your rig from the bottom so ...
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LM6 Rigging diagram - Para2000 

LINE DIAGRAM LM6. B1. B2. B3. A1. A2. A3. B4. B5. B6. A4. A5. A6. B7. B8. B9. A7. A8. A9. A10. B10. BR1. C1. K1. K2. KMU1. KMU2. KMU3. KMU4. KMU5.
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service bulletin - Rigging Innovations 

Mar 24, 2014 - SERVICE BULLETIN: RI harness and container systems listed above may be assembled with the MarS M2, by a certificated and appropriately ...
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EXPERT RIGGING IN MAYA 

Dec 9, 2004 - rotations. The geometry already has the proper pivots in place. We're going to use MEL flow control (also known as 'for loop') in order to do this,.
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RIGGING INNOVATIONS INC 

Jan 30, 2008 - VOLUME CHART - VOODOO. The model parachutes listed in the Reserve and Main table are guidelines only. Parachute pack volumes ...
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Rigging the biplane 

plane should not be on the wheels as tires may flex and ... and the roll wires, if applicable. If there is a small center ... You could loan. Johnny your airplane, he ...
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AIRCRAFT 

position while performing any procedures on the engine. Figure 1 Defect. 1. Remove starting ... secure the bushing to the plate as shown in figure 2 (repaired).
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AIRCRAFT 

Observing the engine manufacturers ground run-up procedures allow the engine to reach operating temperatures and perform a normal magneto check. 2.
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AIRCRAFT 

Example of Date Mfg.: a) 901: 9 is year of manufacture = 1979; 01 is work week of manufacture = week of January. 1. b) 021: 0 is year of manufacture = 1980; ...
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AIRCRAFT 

Field reports indicate that occasionally switches performing the "Switch Function" listed in Table 1 have been found to leave the right magneto "Live" or "Hot." ...
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Building Basics: Routing & Rigging Cable 

from 10 to 150 pounds, and moving the control against ... its source, and tracing cable to a QPL manufacturer satisfies the requirement that it meets the military ...
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Rigging Innovations - Rock Sky Market 

Dec 1, 2015 - Some body positions (i.e. head down, stand up, and long dives) may enable the ... If the buyer declines to waive liability on the part of the manufacturer, buyer may obtain a full ..... Bend forward at your waist and hoist your rig.
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Sirocco rigging diagram v2 

KMU 5. KMU 6. D 11. B 10. C 10. D 10. Sirocco Rigging Diagram. CR 4. DR 2. DR 3. B 12. A 12. C 12. D Riser. KT 2. KT 1. KTR U. Tip Steering Handle. KTR L.
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Sirocco rigging diagram v2 

C 5. C 6. C 7. C 8. C 9. C 11. B 5. B 6. B 7. B 8. A 5. A 6. A 7. A 8. A 9. A 10. A 11. B 9. B 11. D 5. D 6. D 7. D 8. D 9. CM 1. CM 2. DM 1. DM 2. DR 1. AR 1. AR 2.
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Zeno Rigging diagram 

B1. B2. B3. B4. B5. B6. B7. B8. B9. B10. B11. B12. A2. A3. A4. A5. A6. A7. A8. A9. A10. A11. A12. A13. A14. AR1. AR2. AR3. BR1. BR2. BR3. K1. KMU1. KMU2.
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